AgSploration Kit Inventory

- 1 AGsploration Tote Bag
- Blacklight – kemp.com
- 2 Calculators – Dollar Store
- CD containing PowerPoint Presentations
- Cotton Swabs – Dollar Tree
- Dawn Dish Soap – Dollar Deals (in store)
- Feed Basics for a Growing Bird Baggie
  - 8 Sets of Poultry Industry Pictures
  - 8 Sets of Plant and Grain Pictures
- Food Coloring – Dollar General
- Food Thermometer –
- Glitter Bug Lotion – www.brevis.com
- Hand Sanitizer – Dollar General
- Hand Soap – Dollar Tree
- 8 Large Blue Paper Plates – Walmart
- Lego Set – Barnes & Noble
- Magnifying Glass – Dollar Deals (in store)
- 1 Maryland Map
- Moo Who Baggie
  - 1 Set of Large Photos of Cattle Breeds
  - 8 Sets of Small Breed Pictures
- Milk in Motion Baggie
  - 8 Sets of Dairy Product Nutrition Facts
- 8 Mixing Bowls – Dollar Tree
- Paper Plates – Disposable (Milk in Motion) – Dollar General
- 1 Roll of Paper Towels – Dollar Tree
- Small Plastic Cups (50-3 oz/8-5 oz) – Walmart
- 30 Small Blue Paper Plates (Something Fishy)
- 1 Small Sample
  - Soybeans
- Something Fishy & Food Safety Baggie
  - Blue Bead Baggie
  - Green Bead Baggie
  - Red Bead Baggie
  - White Bead Baggie
  - Yellow Bead Baggie
- The Amazing Soybean Baggie
  - 1 Set of Grain Pictures
  - 8 Sets of Soybean Product Pictures
- The Meat You Eat Baggie
  - 8 Sets of Beef, Lamb & Swine Meat Cut Pictures
  - 2 Weight Scales – Micca Precision Digital Scale (Amazon)
- 1 Bottle Vinegar – Dollar Tree
- 1 Box Aluminum Foil – Dollar General
- 1 Can Dry Milk
- 1 Container Permanent Markers – Walmart
- 1 Container Overhead Markers – Office Max
- Paperclips
- Farmer’s Market Baggie
  - 13 Cutout Vegetable Sets
  - Cutout Money
- Food, Fiber, and More Baggie
  - 3 Pages Laminated Byproducts
  - Coffee Filters – Walmart
- Nonpoint Pollution Baggie #1
  - Corn Syrup
  - Dish Soap – Dollar Tree
  - Vinegar – Dollar Tree
  - Foam Pieces (cut up)
  - Instant Tea
- Nonpoint Pollution Baggie #2
  - Baking Soda – Dollar Tree
  - Building Cutouts
  - Cinnamon
  - Corn Starch
  - Cutout
  - Food Coloring (yellow, blue, red, and green) – Dollar General
  - 4 Shampoo Bottles – Walmart
- Parsley – Dollar Tree
- Pepper – Dollar Tree
- 1 Pitcher – Dollar Tree
- 8 Plastic Spoon – Walmart
- 8 Plastic Tubs – Dollar Tree
- 8 Popsicle Sticks – Walmart
- 8 One Quart Containers (32 oz) – US Plastics
- 1 Reusable Bag
- 12 Small Containers – US Plastics
- 1 Set Measuring Spoons – Dollar Tree
- 4 Spray Bottles – Walmart
- Styrofoam Bowls
- 11 Small Samples
  - Barley – The Mill
  - Bone Meal – The Mill
  - Clay
  - Composted Manure – The Mill
  - Corn – The Mill
  - Oats – The Mill
  - Oyster Shells – The Mill
  - Sand – Home Depot
  - Soybeans – The Mill
  - Wheat – The Mill
- 1000 Light Beads – Pony Bead Store
- 1000 Dark Beads – Pony Bead Store
- Tape (8 rolls) – Dollar General
- 8 Scissors – Dollar Tree
- 8 Compasses – US School Supply
- 4 Pencils – Walmart
- 4 Pencil Sharpeners – US School Supply